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Retinal Vascular Rescue of Oxygen-Induced Retinopathy in
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PURPOSE. Wnt-signaling has been implicated in retinal development. The aim of this study was to investigate the possibility of
improving retinal vasculature in an animal model of retinopathy by activating Wnt-signaling.
METHODS. C57BL/6J mice were evaluated using a model of
oxygen-induced retinopathy (OIR). Test animals were divided
in three groups and treated at postnatal day (P) 14 with
intravitreal injections of Wnt-signaling modulators (respectively, norrin, Dickkopf-related protein 1 [DKK1], and norrin þ
DKK1) in one eye. A fourth group of animals were treated with
injection of PBS in one eye as well and used as a control group.
Areas of avascular retina and neovascular tufts in injected
(treated) eyes and noninjected fellow eyes were determined in
each of the four groups at P17 (3 days after intravitreal
injection) and the difference related to these characteristics
was obtained among them. To evaluate the effect of norrin on
progression of retinopathy, a fifth litter (eight animals) was also
treated with norrin and these retinas were evaluated at
different time points.
RESULTS. Modulation of Wnt-signaling consistently shows a
statistically significant decrease in the avascular area of the
retinas. Treatment with norrin (Wnt-signaling activator) or
DKK1 (canonical signaling inhibitor) results in a statistically
significant reduction of retinal avascular area compared with
control eyes. Neovascular tufts were also reduced in treated
eyes, albeit to a lesser extent.
CONCLUSIONS. Modulation of Wnt-signaling improves retinal
vascularization and accelerates vascular recovery after induction of retinopathy in the OIR mouse. Activation of Wntsignaling (norrin) and inhibition of Wnt-canonical signaling
(DKK1) result in similar improvement, indicating that norrin
promotes improved vascularization, at least in part, by way of
noncanonical Wnt-signaling. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2013;
54:222–229) DOI:10.1167/iovs.12-10127
lterations in norrin function are associated with many
pediatric vitreoretinopathies, such as Norrie disease
(ND),1–3 familial exudative vitreoretinopathy (FEVR),4,5 Coats
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disease,6 and retinopathy of prematurity (ROP).7–9 A unifying
characteristic in these diseases is an aberration of retinal
vascular development, demonstrating varying degrees of
peripheral avascular retina, abnormal vascularization with
retinal neovascularization (NV), and subretinal exudation.
At the cellular level, it is widely accepted that disruption of
Norrin-Fzd4 signaling is the key causative factor. Frizzled-4 is
one of 11 Frizzled transmembrane receptors known to
participate in Wnt signaling. Inside the cell, the Wnt signal
can activate three pathways: one canonical (Wnt/b-Catenin)
and two noncanonical (Wnt/PCP and Wnt/Caþþ). There is
evidence that norrin may activate all three of these intracellular
Wnt pathways.10–14
Norrin is a small secreted protein with a cysteine-knot
motif.10,15,16 The cysteine-knot motif is highly conserved in
many growth factors including transforming growth factor-b
(TGF-b), human chorionic gonadotropin, nerve growth factor,
and platelet-derived growth factor.
The structural similarity of norrin to other growth factors
suggests that it may have a function in addition to traditional
Wnt-signaling, despite the fact that it is best characterized as a
Wnt-receptor ligand. This theory is supported by its lack of
structural similarity to that of other Wnt proteins.17
A previous study demonstrated that endogenous expression
of norrin inhibits oxygen-induced retinopathy (OIR) in a mouse
model.18 The purpose of this study was to investigate the
possibility of rescuing vascular development with exogenous
treatment of norrin in the OIR mouse. We present our findings
regarding the therapeutic feasibility of intravitreal injection of
the norrin protein and its effect on retinal development.

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

This study adheres to the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in
Ophthalmic and Vision Research. All experiments were performed in
an accredited laboratory.

Mouse Model
An OIR model using C57BL/6J mice neonates was used in this study, as
previously described.19 Briefly, at postnatal day (P) 7, mice were
exposed to 75% oxygen for 5 consecutive days. At P12, mice were
removed from the oxygen chamber and returned to room air. They
were divided in three groups and, using a 34-gauge beveled needle
(NanoFil; World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL), received an
intravitreal injection of 1 lL of norrin (Norrie disease protein [NDP],
200 ng; R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) (group 1), Dickkopf-related
protein 1 (DKK-1, 30 ng; R&D Systems) (group 2), or the combination
of both (NDP 200 ng þ DKK-1 30 ng) (group 3) in the right eye at P14.
Because each litter might have a different level of OIR depending on
the weight20 (despite all animals being euthanized at the same time
point), the fellow eye was not injected, being left as an internal control.
In a fourth group, mice underwent intravitreal injection of 1 lL of
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in the right eye
as well, to determine the effect of the injection alone, and serve as a
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control for the effect of intravitreal injection. At P17, mice were
euthanized and each of the four groups was subdivided into two
subgroups according to weight (<5.0 g or >5.1 g).
To determine the effect of norrin on the natural progression and
recovery of vessel abnormalities in the OIR model, we tested another
group of eight animals. At P14 each animal received an intravitreal
injection of norrin (200 ng) in the right eye. The left eye remained as
an uninjected control. Two animals were euthanized at P15, P17, P19,
and P21.

Histology and Imaging
All eyes were enucleated and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA)
(Sigma) for 1 hour. Retinas were then isolated, the vasculature was
stained with 500 lL lectin solution (10 lg/mL, Isolectin B4-594;
Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) overnight, and whole mounted flat.
Images of the whole retinal mounts were taken at 35 magnification
using a fluorescent microscope (Zeiss, Axio Imager; Carl Zeiss
Microscopy GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany). The superficial vascular
plexus and preretinal neovascular tufts were captured. To evaluate
vessel characteristics in higher details, images were also taken in 310
and 320 at the transition of avascular and vascularized areas, as well as
the mid periphery. To quantify the avascular areas, we used image
editor software (CS5; Adobe Photoshop Systems, San Jose, CA) to
merge pictures and calculate the areas based on the total number of
pixels.21 Neovascularization was analyzed using image-processing
software (SWIFT_NV; Adobe Photoshop Systems) as previously
reported.22 The avascular area and neovascular tufts were established
as a percentage of total retinal area.

Statistical Analysis
Based on a previous report,20 we hypothesized that weight would
influence the severity of vascular abnormalities with various interventions at a single time point (P17). To analyze this, we first compared the
level of avascular and neovascular areas of all uninjected fellow eyes to
the weight of the respective animal. Retinal avascular area and
neovascular tufts were compared between fellow eyes of all test
groups. Each animal received injection in one eye (norrin, DKK1,
combined, or PBS) and the fellow eye served as the control. The results
were analyzed by paired t-test.

RESULTS
The Role of Weight on Severity of Retinopathy
Although all animals had their retinae evaluated at the same
time point (P17), we observed that their weight had a negative
correlation with the severity of avascular area (correlation
coefficient: 0.48) and a positive correlation with the
development of neovascular tufts (correlation coefficient:
þ0.51) (Figs. 1A, 1B). This suggested that, for the OIR model,
the development and progression of the vessel abnormalities
are related not only to the age of the animals, but also to their
weight.

Avascular Rescue
At P17, the avascular area in untreated eyes average 23.2% of
total retinal area in animals weighing <5 g. The animals
weighing 5.1 g or more had improved vascularization at the
same time point (P17) with an average avascular area of 14.1%,
indicating that animals with greater postnatal weight gain have
improved vascular recovery (Fig. 1A). Therefore, the analysis of
vascular recovery was segregated into pups weighing <5.0 g or
‡5.1 g. Due to the decreased rate of survival of the smaller
pups, not all test groups (DKK1 < 5.0 g) were performed.
However, the comparable test groups do show similar results.
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The analysis of retinal whole mounts at p17, in pups treated
with intravitreal injection of norrin, show a statistically
significant decrease in the avascular area compared to
untreated (uninjected) fellow eyes in pups weighing ‡5.1 g
(P < 0.001) and <5.0 g (P ¼ 0.015), representing a 32% and
27% increase in vascularization, respectively. In contrast, the
PBS injection (control group), when compared with the
uninjected fellow eye, had minimal impact on vascular growth
in both weight groups, demonstrating a 15% (‡5.1 g) and 9.2%
(<5.0 g) increase in vascularization, which does not reach
statistical significance (Figs. 2, 3A, 3B).
In order to investigate the role of the Wnt/canonical
signaling pathway, we inhibited canonical signaling by
intravitreal injection of DKK1, which blocks canonical signal
transduction by binding the necessary coreceptor, LRP5.
Similar to the norrin-treated eyes, inhibition of the Wntcanonical signaling by DKK1 shows improved vascular
recovery, with an average increase of 28% (P ¼ 0.006; Fig.
3A). Interestingly, the eyes treated simultaneously with DKK1
and norrin did not result in a statistically significant difference
in the avascular area (Figs. 3A, 3B) compared with uninjected
eyes in either weight category. The finding that treatment with
norrin alone or DKK1 alone demonstrates a statistically
significant reduction in the avascular area of the retina suggests
that norrin may act on a noncanonical pathway to induce
retinal vascular recovery.

Neovascular Changes
The size difference in pups again results in differences in the
number of neovascular tufts. Interestingly, the smaller pups
have fewer neovascular tufts amounting to approximately onehalf as many tufts. This suggests a delay in pathologic changes
with failure to thrive (Fig. 1B), similar to that seen in premature
infants. Presumably, the smaller pups would show an increased
number of neovascular tufts at a later time point as the retina
attempts to revascularize and pathologic angiogenesis begins.
In general, both weight groups show a trend toward less
neovascular changes after treatment with norrin.
In pups with weights < 5.0 g, there is a significant decrease
in NV following norrin treatment (P ¼ 0.02) compared with
control fellow eyes. Mice weighing ‡5.1 g had a slightly
different appearance of the NV at P17 in norrin-treated eyes,
showing elongated vessels as opposed to the round shape
neovessel sprouts seen in untreated eyes, possibly characterizing a step of vessel remodeling before complete revascularization (Fig. 2). Again there is a significant decrease in
neovascular tufts in the norrin-treated eyes (P < 0.001), as
well as eyes treated with DKK1 (P ¼ 0.006). Conversely, the
combination treatment (DKK1 and norrin) does not result in a
significant change in NV in either cohort (Figs. 4A, 4B).
Surprisingly, the PBS-treated eyes in pups weighing ‡5.1 g
also show fewer neovascular tufts (P < 0.001), although there
is not a statistically significant reduction in neovascular tufts in
the <5.0 g pups. It is possible that intraocular pressure
changes may have some effect on NV, although we would
expect to see this effect in the eye receiving combination
treatment as well. Alternatively, this finding could be an artifact
due to the greater baseline number of tufts in the larger cohorts
allowing for more discernible changes.

Progression of Vascular Recovery
Animals treated with norrin (200 ng) and euthanized at
different time points (P15, P17, P19, P21) show a significant
difference in both avascular area and NV between treated and
untreated eyes at each time point except P15 (Fig. 5). In
addition, the morphology of the neovascular tufts in P17-
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FIGURE 1. Plot of effect of postnatal weight on (A) avascular area of retina and (B) neovascular tufts in age-matched mice exposed to 75% oxygen.

treated eyes was similar to that of untreated ones at P19,
suggesting a faster vascular remodeling with treatment. This
trend supports the role of norrin in modulating vascular
growth and its positive effect on vascular recovery.

DISCUSSION

FIGURE 2. Whole mount of fellow retinas from an OIR mouse at P17.
The right eye was treated with norrin; the left eye served as the
untreated control.

In our study, we used an oxygen-induced retinopathy murine
model initially described in 1994 by Smith et al.19 This model
shares the two characteristic phases of ROP seen in humans:
vasoobliteration (VO) followed by neovascularization (NV).22
Therefore, OIR in mice represents a reliable animal model for
the study of ROP, as well as other retinal vascular diseases.
According to our findings, norrin is able to rescue mouse
retinas from retinopathy by promoting stable vascular growth
and decreasing the pathologic secondary changes. Importantly,
this effect is possible with norrin given as an intravitreal
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FIGURE 3. Graph plotting the change in avascular retinas in treated or untreated eyes in mice weighing >5.1 g (A) or <5.0 g (B).

injection in eyes that have already developed retinopathy. A
previous study has shown that endogenous expression of
norrin prevents the onset of retinopathy in environments of
high oxygen. This same study found that lack of norrin
expression may be involved in the development of OIR.18 Our
study is the first to demonstrate the ability of exogenous norrin
to reverse a vascular disease process and promote normal
retinal vasculature.
Both canonical and noncanonical Wnt signal transduction
have been implicated in new blood vessel formation, which
requires the coordination of endothelial cell division and the

morphogenic movement of vessel expansion.23,24 In an
attempt to understand norrin’s mechanism of action we tested
DKK1, an inhibitor of the canonical Wnt signaling pathway. We
found that injection of DKK1 at p14 significantly enhanced
revascularization of the retina by P17. Since DKK1 inhibits
LRP5, a coreceptor needed for canonical Wnt signaling, we
surmised that noncanonical Wnt signaling was responsible for
the DKK1-induced vascular rescue. Several Wnt ligands that
are considered to typically activate canonical signaling have
been shown to be upregulated in P17 OIR retinas. Chen et al.25
have reported an increased expression in Wnt ligands, Wnt 3a,
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FIGURE 4. Changes in the number of neovascular tufts in animals with treated and untreated eyes weighing >5.1 g (A) or <5.0 g (B).

Wnt 7a, and Wnt 10a, in retinas taken from P17 OIR model
mice compared with room air controls. Interestingly, they
reported no increase in norrin expression in the P17 OIR
retinas. The same study also investigated LRP5/ mice using
the OIR and found a decrease in both normal and abnormal
vessels at P17. These findings suggest that canonical signal
activation plays a role in pathologic angiogenesis.
The improved rescue effect seen with injection of DKK1 led
us to speculate that the enhanced vascular recovery seen with
injection of norrin alone was also due to inducement of one or
both of the noncanonical Wnt pathways. Therefore, we

expected to find improved vascular recovery with the
coinjection of DKK1 and norrin. To our surprise, this was
not the case. Coinjection of DKK1 and norrin counteracted the
angiogenic effect seen when either agent was injected alone.
We believe that this seemingly contradictory result can be
explained by the complexity of Wnt signaling.
Which of the three Wnt intracellular pathways transmits the
signal may depend on cellular context. The presence of various
receptor complex components may determine which pathway
is activated. For example, LRP5 is a requirement for canonical
signaling in general and TSPAN12 enhances canonical activa-
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FIGURE 5. Whole mount of fellow retinas from OIR mice at postnatal
days 15, 17, 19, and 21. The right eyes were treated with norrin; the
left eye served as the untreated control.

tion by norrin.14 Perhaps norrin has a greater affinity for the
Fzd4 receptor alone, and the effective removal of LRP5 by
DKK1 increases norrin’s binding to the canonical receptor
complex. In the combined (norrin þ DKK1) injection, one
could envision that norrin binds to a receptor complex that
cannot be activated, given that the coreceptor (LRP5) has been
bound by DKK1. Therefore, DKK1 binding of LRP5 may result
in increased affinity of norrin for the canonical receptor
complex, effectively sequestering norrin away from the noncanonical pathways. This would result in decreased noncanonical signaling and defective canonical signaling,
essentially canceling any effect of norrin. In this scenario the
rescue effect seen with DKK1 alone may be masked by the
norrin binding. In other words, the norrin may competitively
inhibit binding of the endogenous Wnts to the Fzd4 receptor.
Another complexity that one must consider when evaluating the Wnt intracellular pathways is the regulation of one
pathway by others. For instance, it is generally accepted that
the noncanonical pathways antagonize the Wnt/b-Catenin
pathway24 and inhibiting canonical signaling can activate
Wnt/PCP signaling.26 For example, Wnt5a activation of the
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Wnt/JNK (PCP) pathway has been shown to inhibit Wnt/bCatenin signaling in in vitro reporter assays.27
Finally, norrin may also act as a growth factor during retinal
development given its structural similarity to that of several
growth factors. This is supported by the fact that it is an
antagonist to TGF-b.28 Additionally, mutations affecting the
receptors for TGF-b (TGFRB1 and TGFRB2) result in a retinal
phenotype of FEVR, further supporting the possibility that
norrin also functions as a growth factor.
Both norrin and DKK1 reduce the number of neovascular
tufts in the OIR model, paralleling the results seen in the
promotion of vascular recovery. Again, the combined treatment with norrin and DKK1 results in cancellation of any
treatment effect. Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) has
been shown to be pathologically elevated in infants with
ROP.29 Retinal endothelia cell (REC) culture studies have
shown that norrin is able to inhibit the tight junction loosening
effect of VEGF on RECs (unpublished data). Perhaps this mode
of action is involved in the norrin reduction of NV.
A decrease in neovascular tufts was also seen in the PBStreated eyes of the larger pups. Indeed, all injected eyes show a
trend toward fewer neovascular tufts compared with uninjected eyes. Intravitreal injection per se might have some effect
on the vitreous–retina interface, but does not induce significant changes in neovessel formation. In our study, if there was
a significant injection effect, this would be noticed in the
group we injected with a combination of norrin and DKK1,
which did not occur. For this reason, we believe that the
significant result seen in PBS cohort (>5.1 g) was due to the
relatively lower number of mice (n ¼ 5) rather than to a true
protective effect. The low-birth-weight pups also show fewer
neovascular tufts in the PBS-treated eyes but it does not reach
statistical significance. One reason for the difference between
the PBS groups may be the relatively few neovascular tufts
developing in the low-birth-weight pups, resulting in a trend
toward fewer tufts with injection of any substance, but the low
starting number of tufts may prohibit detection of small
changes. Historically, evaluation of neovascular tufts results in
less consistent data and has value in assessing trends and
supporting data but cannot stand alone.
In the OIR murine model used in this study, the maximum
severity of the proliferative phase is reached at P17, marked by
the greatest extent of pathologic NV and associated plasma
leakage from the preretinal neovessels.20 Our data suggest that
animal weight plays a role in the severity and timing of onset of
OIR as well. Comparing the uninjected fellow eye of all animals
with the weight of the corresponding animal, we observed that
mice with lower weight presented fewer neovascular tufts and
larger avascular areas at P17, indicating that low weight
promotes a delay in both vascular growth and pathologic
angiogenesis. Other investigators have also reported that
animals with lower weight at birth or slower weight gain
velocity, show a delayed onset of OIR and a prolonged course
of vascular abnormalities. Stahl et al.20 showed that mice with
body weights between 5 and 7.5 g at P17 displayed the highest
amount of NV, whereas mice with either <5 g or >7.5 g body
weight at P17 showed significantly lower severity of NV. With
these findings, it seems reasonable that mice with lower
weight at birth and slower growth behave like normal-weight
pups but at an earlier postnatal age, resulting in the
postponement of vascular abnormalities involved in OIR, such
as neovascular tufts.
Once we identified the vascular differences seen with
weights we sought to understand the natural progression of
vascular growth and pathologic changes in the presence and
absence of norrin treatment. Therefore, littermates were
treated with intravitreal norrin in the right eye at P14 (fellow
eye uninjected) and evaluated at sequential time points (P15,
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P17, P19, P21). Despite the low sample number, we had
interesting findings: at P15, as we would expect, the avascular
area was large and the neovascular tufts were very few, both in
treated and untreated eyes, representing vascular obliteration
(Fig. 5). By P17 the avascular area was smaller in treated eyes
and the neovascular tufts were fewer as compared with the
fellow (uninjected) eye. The norrin-treated eye at P19 shows
almost full revascularization of the retina. This is in stark
contrast to the uninjected fellow eye. The most remarkable
difference was observed at P21. In addition to significant
vascular recovery in the norrin-treated eyes, compared with
uninjected control eyes, the P21 pups had a significant
difference in weight gain (6.7 and 4.7 g). The normal-weight
mouse (6.7 g) had fewer vascular abnormalities in both eyes
(norrin and uninjected), as expected, given the natural vascular
recovery in the OIR model at this time point. However, the
lower-weight mouse (4.7 g) showed a large difference in
vascular recovery between the fellow eyes. The norrin-treated
eye had nearly complete revascularization, whereas the
untreated fellow eye still possessed a very large avascular area
and neovascular tufts. These findings again support that poor
weight gain postpones the development and natural course of
OIR. However, norrin has an even more remarkable effect in
these low-weight animals, possibly by promoting and accelerating normal vessel development. This finding has great
importance in regard to premature infants at the highest risk
for the development of retinopathy of prematurity and
reinforces the potential use of norrin in humans.
The highly localized expression of norrin in the retina,
cochlea, and central nervous system during development
suggests a highly specific role for norrin in the appropriate
maturation of these particular tissues. There are other
nonspecific Wnt ligands that are able to bind both the Fzd4
and LRP5 (receptor and coreceptor for norrin), but these have
been shown to be upregulated during pathologic angiogenesis.25 Clinical studies and animal models clearly show that lack
of norrin expression in the eye results in severe abrogation of
retinal development, indicating that Wnt pathway activation
alone (by other Wnt ligands) is not sufficient for normal retinal
development and vasculaturization.30–33
Based on these findings, norrin may represent a unique
molecule that is able to function as both a Wnt-ligand and a
growth factor and regulate angiogenesis in a fashion that
mimics that seen in the developing eye. This has significant
implication in the treatment of many eye diseases characterized by anomalous vasculature, including avascular retina,
vascular permeability, capillary drop-out, and NV. These
conditions are seen in the inherited vitreoretinopathies, such
as FEVR, Norrie disease, and persistent fetal vasculature, as
well as retinopathy of prematurity, diabetic retinopathy, and
retinal artery and vein occlusions. Future studies will aim to
evaluate these diseases as potential therapeutic targets for
norrin.
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